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Word primes have been successfully used in the past to facilitate the processing of other words (semantic
priming), but also to modify mental states such as emotion, cognition and motivation (conceptual priming). This work documented that the direction of motivational drive can be successfully changed, but left
open whether its magnitude can be influenced as well. To find out, we asked subjects to point at subliminally presented (30 ms) words that denoted low motivation (13 subjects) or high motivation (13 subjects).
Afterwards, subjects completed a questionnaire of learning-specific motivation. No effect of priming was
found for pointing parameters such as reaction time, but an effect emerged for self-assessed motivation
level. The subject group primed with high-motivation words rated their motivation higher than the group
primed with low-motivation words. The results indicate that not only the direction, but also the level of
motivation can be manipulated subliminally, and supports the view that motivation can influence behavior
without actor’s explicit knowledge.
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Introduction
Since the influential work of Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971),
it is known that subliminally presented words can facilitate the
processing of subsequent, semantically related words. This socalled “semantic priming” has been attributed to spreading activation in brain circuits that store semantically similar words in
neighboring locations (Collins & Loftus, 1975): prime words
activate an extended region within those circuits and thus facilitate the processing of subsequent target words (Kiesel,
Kunde, & Hoffmann, 2007). While semantic priming is a robust phenomenon, it also is limited in duration to less than 100
ms (Greenwald, Draine, & Abrams, 1996).
Semantic priming is distinct from another phenomenon called “conceptual priming”: Presented words not only influence
the processing of other words, they also can change the reader’s
attitudes and cognitive styles. For example, words with a hostile connotation biased subjects’ ratings of other persons’ personality towards more hostile scores (Smith & Branscombe,
1988), words expressing distrust increased subjects’ creativity
(Mayer & Mussweiler, 2011) and words denoting narrowness
or wideness narrowed or widened, respectively, subjects’ focus
of attention (Hüttermann, Memmert, & Bock, 2012). Conceptual priming doesn’t require awareness as it was found with
subliminally presented targets (Hüttermann et al., 2012) and in
completely amnestic patients (Levy, Stark, & Squire, 2004).
More importantly, the prime words remained effective even
after a pause as long as one week. Unlike semantic priming,
conceptual priming can therefore be administered in a blocked
design, with one block dedicated to the presentation of prime
words, and a later block to the measurement of the outcome.
The present study evaluates whether conceptual priming can
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be used to modify a person’s level of motivation. This could be
of practical interest, e.g., when a teacher wants to elevate her
students’ eagerness to learn, or a health consultant wants her
clients not only to make plans for a healthy lifestyle, but also to
put those plans into action. However, a survey of available literature shows that, surprisingly, conceptual priming has only
been used to redirect the motivational drive, not to change its
magnitude. Thus, subjects’ motivation has been successfully
shifted towards either achievement or joy (Hart & Albaraccin,
2009), either controlled or autonomous self-determination (Radel, Sarrazin, Legrain, & Gobancé, 2009), and either a promotion or a prevention focus (Steinberg & Bock, under review).
This could indicate that contextual priming of the motivation
level has not yet been considered by scientists or, alternatively,
that it has been considered but failed to produce statistically
significant, publishable effects. Our study was designed to decide between these alternatives.

Method
Preliminary Procedure: Word Selection
30 native German speakers (23 male, 7 female, 21.1 ± 2.1
years) participated. They were university students, healthy by
self-report, and unfamiliar with related research. Subjects were
given a list of 90 words, selected by the experimenters from a
Thesaurus with the aim that 45 words represent a high and 45
words a low motivation level. The high-motivation words were
taken from the categories power, energy, strength, activity and
hope, and the low-motivation words from the categories weakness, inactivity, dullness and hopelessness.
Participants were asked to rate the motivation level invoked
by those words on a ten-point Likert scale, arranged from “low”
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to “high” in one half of the participants and in reverse order for
the other half. Upon arrival in the laboratory, they received
written instructions that included a definition of “motivation”
(Rushworth & Behrens, 2008), and were told that—as an example—the word “fiasco” should receive a low-motivation
score (1 or 10, depending on group). They then were given a
sheet of paper on which the 90 words were written in random
sequence, and made their ratings.
We determined the inter-rater consistency from the variance
accounted for by a one-factor analysis of the ratings, and
yielded a value of .66. Thus, 66% of the rating variance can be
attributed to differences between words, and 34% to differences
between raters as well as to noise. We were satisfied with this
outcome, and selected eleven words with the highest and eleven
words with the lowest across-rater scores for our main experiment. Those words are presented in Appendix A.

Main Experiment
Participants
32 university students took part in the main experiment but
only 26 could be analyzed, for reasons given below. Those
were 11 males and 15 females, aged 23.6 ± 2.9 years. All were
native German speakers, healthy by self-report, and have not
participated in related research within the last six months. An
ethical approval was given by the university’s ethical review
board, and written informed consent was obtained from each
subject prior to participation. Subjects received a compensation
of six Euros for participating.

Procedure
Subjects first completed the Mindfullness Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) (Michalak, Heidenreich, Ströhle, & Nachtigall, 2008) to control for the fact that people with low MAAS
scores are more sensitive to subliminal priming than people
with high MAAS scores (Radel et al., 2009).
Participants were then seated at a distance of 80 cm in front
of a 19” PC monitor. A central hair cross was presented on the
screen, followed by a circular target of 4.6 cm diameter, and
subjects pointed from the center to the target and back with a
mouse-driven cursor. Targets were presented randomly in 8
possible directions, 45 deg apart with a distance from the hair
cross between 8 and 12 cm. As shown in Figure 1, they consisted of a random-dot pattern for the initial 600 ms, followed
by a prime word for 30 ms, and then again by the random-dot
pattern until the cursor returned to the center. In this way, we
sought to refresh the priming effect in every trial, at a time
when the cursor, and probably also subjects’ gaze and attention, were likely to be near the target. Subject reported retrospectively that they didn’t see any words, and only noticed
flashes of light.
The next target appeared 30 ms after the cursor returned to
the center, until a total of 24 pointing trials were completed.
The first trial was removed from analysis due to a programming
error. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups, one
primed with words from the high-motivation list and the other
with words from the low-motivation list. The primes presented
on successive trials were randomly selected from the respective
list.
Following the pointing task, subjects received written instructions for the “Tower of Hanoi” game, where five discs
must be transferred from one to another of three rods by only
Open Access
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moving the upper disc of any rod onto any other rod, and never
placing it on top of a smaller disc. After reading the instructions,
subjects completed a paper-and-pencil questionnaire of learning-specific motivation (QCM) (Rheinberg, Vollmeyer, & Burns,
2001). This questionnaire consists of 18 items to be rated on a
7-point Likert scale, such as “I need no reward for tasks like
this, they are fun anyways”. The experiment terminated with
the QCM questionnaire, i.e., subjects didn’t actually engage in
the “Tower of Hanoi” game.

Data Analysis
Six subjects were familiar with the “Tower of Hanoi” task
and were therefore excluded from all analyses. Reported data
are based on the remaining 26 subjects.
Each pointing response was parameterized by an interactive
computer routine to yield scores for reaction time, peak velocity
and detour, with detour defined as the ratio of actual and shortest distance from movement start to movement end. Student
t-tests for independent means were used to compare each motor
parameter between groups. MAAS and QCM scores were compared between groups by the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U
tests.

Results
MAAS scores didn’t differ between groups (z(24) = −.522; p
> .05), nor did reaction time (t(24) = .04; p > .05), peak velocity
(t(24) = 1.41; p > .05) and detour (t(24) = .73; p > .05). We thus
have no evidence that our high- and low-motivation groups
differed with respect to priming susceptibility or motor dexterity. To control for gradual response changes, regression analyses were performed for the pointing responses of each group. In
the high-motivation group, reaction time (R2 = .12; F(1(22) =
2.99; p > .05), peak velocity (R2 = .11; F(1(22) = 2.67; p > .05)
and detour (R2 = .01; F(1(22) = .20; p > .05) didn’t change over
time. Likewise in the low-motivation group reaction time (R2
= .003; F(1(22) = .05; p > .05), peak velocity (R2 = .02;

Figure 1.
Sequence of events during target presentation. Shown is the
hand starting position (central hair cross), the mouse cursor
(hand icon) the target (random dots) and a prime word. When
target hit and cursor back at hair cross, the next trial starts.
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F(1(22) = .58; p > .05) and detour (R2 = .07; F(1(22) = .32; p
> .05) didn’t change over time.
However, QCM scores differed substantially between groups
(z(24) = −2.90; p < .01). Figure 2 illustrates that self-assessed
motivation to engage in the “Tower of Hanoi” game was higher
in subjects primed with high-motivation words than in those
primed with low-motivation words.
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Figure 2.
QCM scores for subjects primed with high- and
with low-motivation words, respectively. Blocks
represent group means and error bars the pertinent standard deviations. **represents p < .01.
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Appendix A
High-Motivation Words:
exzellent [excellent]; kraftvoll [vigorous]; wirksam [efficient]; mutig [brave]; lebhaft [vivid]; können [ability]; aussichtsreich [promising]; unwiderstehlich [irresistible]; machtvoll [powerful]; enthusiastisch [enthusiastic]; effektiv [effective].

Low-Motivation Words:
Schwach [weak]; sinnlos [meaningless]; schlaff [slack]; ineffektiv [ineffective]; geschmachklos [crude]; wertlos [worthless]; absturz [crash]; hilflos [helpless]; lustlos [dull]; unrentabel [unprofitable]; gezwungen [forced].
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